Large atypical melanocytic nevi in recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa: clinicopathological, ultrastructural, and dermoscopic study.
A 3-year-old boy with recessive dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa developed a rapidly growing, large, acquired irregular melanocytic nevus on the lower aspect of the back. The lesion was clinically atypical and fulfilled the criteria for a malignant melanocytic proliferation. A complete surgical excision was performed. Histopathologic examination disclosed a compound melanocytic nevus without melanocytic atypia. Ultrastructural examination showed melanocytic cells located both at the roof and the floor of the blister. Several months later, three pigmentary lesions with a similar clinical appearance developed. Periodic clinical and dermoscopic examinations were recommended. Dermoscopic examination disclosed a globular pattern with brown globules and black dots distributed all over the lesions. The lesions also exhibited blue-greyish dots and multiple rounded white structures corresponding to milia-like cysts. No dermoscopic features suggestive of malignancy were noted. Acquired melanocytic nevi showing atypical clinical features have been reported to occur in areas of blistering in patients with epidermolysis bullosa. These nevi appear as large, asymmetrical pigmentary lesions with irregular borders. Initially, they are very dark in pigmentation, with color variegation and loss of pigment, and even becoming papillomatous over time. Histopathologic examination can show features of compound/junctional nevus as well as persistent/recurrent nevus. The concept of "epidermolysis bullosa nevus" has been proposed to define these peculiar lesions. The clinical, histopathologic and ultrastructural features of these nevi are reviewed. The usefulness of dermoscopic examination in the routine diagnosis and follow-up of these lesions are stressed.